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Abstract

Models for the exhaust gas temperature are developed and validated
for a turbo charged diesel engine. The area of use for the models are
on-board diagnostics or model-based control. Data, for model building
and validation, comes from measurements on a Scania turbo charged
diesel engine equipped with variable geometry turbine and exhaust gas
recirculation. Di�erent models are validated and an extension of the
ideal Seliger cycle is suggested as the model of choice.

With access to fuel and gas mass ows, inlet temperature and inlet
and outlet pressures, the Seliger cycle model estimates the exhaust gas
temperature.

Static validations are made with exhaust gas temperatures between
550 K and 950 K, at constant engine speed. Under these conditions
the Seliger cycle model, with parameters �tted to engine data, show
a maximum relative error of 2%. Without any parameter �tting to
engine data, the maximum relative error is 5%.

Keywords: On-board diagnostics; Ideal cycle; VGT
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Thesis outline

The outline of this thesis is described in the paragraphs below

Chapter 1, Introduction: Background and objectives of this thesis.

Chapter 2, Measurements: A brief presentation of the test engine
and where di�erent variables are measured.

Chapter 3, Modelling: Presentation of three di�erent models and
how to use these models during transients. The reader not famil-
iar with ideal cycle calculations should look in Appendix A for
derivation of the formulas in Section 3.2.

Chapter 4, Validation: Static and dynamic validations of the mod-
els in Chapter 3.

Chapter 5, Conclusions and Future Work: Discussion about the
results presented in this thesis, and future work that can be done
to improve the models.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Background

To reduce emissions from heavy duty trucks, legislative restrictions on
emissions are getting more and more strict. Trying to meet these re-
strictions the manufacturers are using more complex engine systems
to reduce emissions while maintaining performance and low fuel con-
sumption. An approach to control these systems is to use model-based
control and therefore models, e.g. equations or maps, of the di�erent
systems are required.

From 2005 all trucks sold in the EU must be equipped with an on-
board diagnostics (OBD) system. The aim of this system is to make
sure emission restrictions are kept, even when the truck is on duty.
The OBD system should indicate increased emissions and isolate faulty
components so that they can be replaced easily. Model-based diagnosis
can be used for this and once again, good models for subsystems are
needed. The output of a model can be compared with corresponding
measured variable, and if they deviate from each other too much a fault
has occurred (compare with residuals and thresholds [11]).

Models for di�erent systems are useful in di�erent ways and in ad-
dition to the ones indicated above, models can replace sensors and
thereby lower the cost of the product.

Much work has been done in the �eld of creating mean value models
for an entire engine [3, 9]. These models are normally fairly simple for
each subsystem and often engine data is used to build these models.

Objectives

The objective of this master's thesis is to create a model of the exhaust
gas temperature (Tem) on a turbo charged diesel engine with variable

1



2 Introduction

geometry turbine (VGT [5]) and exhaust gas recirculation (EGR [2])
systems.

The model should preferably be physical (no �t to data), accurate
and easily calculated as the computing power in the vehicle is lim-
ited. As Tem is determined by the combustion, and the combustion is
very complex, all three desired characteristics for the model can not be
ful�lled. The di�erent models presented in this thesis are somewhere
between physical, accurate and easily calculated.

Methods

Data from a Scania (12 liter, 6 cylinders) turbo charged diesel engine
equipped with VGT and EGR, was collected in test cell. The data was
then used to build and validate di�erent static models, which were later
applied to dynamic modelling and validation.

Target group

This thesis is aimed for engineers and students, with basic knowledge
in the area of vehicular systems.



Chapter 2

Measurements

To build and validate a model, engine data is required. Data is col-
lected in an engine test cell on a Scania (12 liter, 6 cylinders) turbo
charged diesel engine, equipped with VGT and EGR. The test engine
is equipped with a lot of extra sensors, compared to a normal engine, to
simplify model building and validation. An explanatory sketch of the
test engine, and where di�erent variables are measured, can be seen in
Figure 2.1.

The mass ow through the inlet manifold (Wim) is measured before
the intercooler (IC). During static operation this does not cause any
problems as there is no change of mass in the intercooler. During tran-
sients, the measured mass ow through the inlet manifold (Wim;meas)
and Wim are not the same due to �lling or emptying of the intercooler.
When looking at transients, small or no di�erence in mass ow was
found when trying to compensate for the intercooler dynamics, com-
pared with when no compensation was made. Therefore Wim;meas is
assumed accurate.

Inlet manifold pressure (pim) and temperature (Tim) are measured
after the intercooler. Exhaust manifold pressure (pem) and tempera-
ture (Tem) are measured right before the turbine. Engine torque (Me)
and engine speed (ne) are also measured and the position of the corre-
sponding sensors, can be seen in Figure 2.1.

All the measurements are made at constant engine speed. Load
and air mass ow are altered by changing e.g. injected fuel amount (Æ),
start of injection (�) and the geometry of the turbine. During static
measurements, all the variables are measured for 75 seconds and then
a mean value is stored. During continuous measurements, all the vari-
ables are stored every tenth of a second.

3



4 Chapter 2. Measurements

IC
p im,Tim

Wim,meas

EGR-valve

neMe

pem,Tem

Figure 2.1: Explanatory sketch of the test engine and where important
variables are measured.



Chapter 3

Modelling

In this chapter two approaches, for building a model for Tem, are pre-
sented. The �rst one is based on an energy balance of the combustion
chamber, Section 3.1, and the other is based on ideal cycle calculations,
Section 3.2. The latter includes calculations on the Otto and Seliger
cycle of which the Seliger cycle should give the better approximation
to a diesel engine [8]. In Section 3.3 a procedure, of how to apply these
models to dynamic measurements, is proposed.

3.1 Energy Balance Model

Rewriting the �rst law of thermodynamics, an energy balance of the
combustion chamber can be derived [3, 7],

Wimcp(Tim � Tem) + _Qfuel � _Qtp � _Qht = 0; (3.1)

where
Wimcp(Tim � Tem)

is the change of energy due to increase of gas temperature from inlet to
outlet manifold. The change of energy due to mass ow of fuel (Wfuel)
to the engine,

_Qfuel =WfuelqHV / ÆneqHV ;

the power produced by the engine,

_Qtp /Mene

and _Qht is the heat transfer to the combustion chamber walls. Solv-
ing (3.1) for Tem gives

Tem = Tim +
_Qfuel � _Qtp � _Qht

Wimcp
; (3.2)

5



6 Chapter 3. Modelling

which will be referred to as the energy balance model. An estimation
of _Qht,

f1ht = f1ht(Æ;Wim; �; ne); (3.3)

is derived from data.
The di�erence in cooling water temperature before and after the

engine, �Twater, can also be used when estimating _Qht. The heat
released in the combustion chamber heats the cylinder walls which are
cooled by the cooling water. The mass ow of cooling water is kept
constant during measurements. Knowing this, the heat transfer to the
cooling water is proportional to �Twater and the mass ow is left out
of the formula,

f2ht = f2ht(Æ;Wim; �; ne;�Twater); (3.4)

which should estimate _Qht better than f1ht, and therefore give smaller
errors.

One problem with the energy balance model is that Me is not mea-
sured in series production trucks, and the engine torque is not easy to
model with good accuracy. Another problem is that the combustion
process is very complex and f iht are only close to correct when building
and validating the model at similar engine conditions.

3.2 Ideal Cycle Models

In this section an engine cycle (intake, compression, combustion, ex-
pansion and exhaust) is modelled with two di�erent ideal cycles, the
Otto (constant volume) cycle and the Seliger (limited pressure) cycle.
The formulas presented here are results of calculations on ideal cycle
models. For assumptions and derivation of formulas, see Appendix A.

Indices 1 (after intake), 2 (before combustion) and 3 (after combus-
tion) may appear on pressures, temperatures and speci�c volume (v),
which refer to the value of the variables at that speci�c state.

3.2.1 Otto Cycle

From Otto cycle calculations, the exhaust gas temperature,

Tem = �ocT1

�
pem
pim

�1�1=

0
B@1 + qin

cvT1

�
v1
v2

��1
1
CA

1=

; (3.5)

is given, where �oc is a compensation factor for non ideal cycles. Fur-
ther, the speci�c energy content of the charge per unit mass,

qin =
WfuelqHV

Wim +Wfuel
(1� xr) ; (3.6)
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the residual gas fraction,

xr =
v2
v1

�
pem
pim

�1=

0
B@1 + qin

cvT1

�
v1
v2

��1
1
CA
�1=

(3.7)

and
T1 = xrTem + (1� xr)Tim: (3.8)

Solving (3.5) for �oc gives

�oc =

�
Tem
T1

��
pem
pim

�1=�1

0
B@1 + qin

cvT1

�
v1
v2

��1
1
CA
�1=

: (3.9)

The exhaust gas temperature can not be solved analytically from the
full model, (3.5) to (3.9), as the equations depend on each other. A
numeric solver is used for (3.5) to (3.9), when building the model and
for (3.5) to (3.8), when validating it. When validating the model �oc is
not calculated from (3.9). Instead

�oc = �oc(Æ;Wim; �; ne) (3.10)

is calculated from engine data.

3.2.2 Seliger Cycle

From Seliger cycle calculations, the exhaust gas temperature,

Tem = �sc

�
pem
pim

�1�1= �
v2
v1

��1

0
B@1 + qin

cvT1

�
v1
v2

��1xcv
1
CA

1=�1

�

�

 
qin

�
1� xcv
cp

+
xcv
cv

�
+ T1

�
v1
v2

��1
!
;

(3.11)

is given, where �sc is a compensation factor for non ideal cycles and xcv
the ratio of fuel consumed during constant volume combustion (when
xcv = 1, the Seliger cycle is the same as the Otto cycle). The rest of
the fuel is used during constant pressure combustion. Further, T1 and
qin as in (3.8) and (3.6) where,

xr =
v2
v1

v2
v3

�
pem
pim

�1=

0
B@1 + qin

cvT1

�
v1
v2

��1xcv
1
CA
�1=

; (3.12)
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v3 = v2

0
BB@1 + qin

cp

�
qin
cv
xcv + T1

�
v1
v2

��1� (1� xcv)

1
CCA (3.13)

and �sc can be solved from (3.11). As in Section 3.2.1 a numeric solver
is used and xcv has to be �xed before starting. The ratio xcv is highly
dependant of start of combustion (SOC), which is dependant on e.g.
� and Wim. No model for xcv is presented but is instead assumed
constant.

When validating the model �sc is not calculated from (3.11). Instead

�sc = �sc(Æ;Wim; �; ne)

is calculated from engine data.

3.2.3 Summary

The Otto cycle model is a special case of the Seliger cycle model. Yet
it is interesting to validate both models to see whether xcv makes a
di�erence. With access to Tim; Wim; Wfuel; pim and pem, the models
estimate the exhaust gas temperature. Both models use a compensation
factor, �oc and �sc, that can either be �t to measured data or set to 1.

3.3 Dynamic Modelling

None of the models in this chapter has any state variables. Heating and
cooling e�ects of the engine is not modelled so no good results during
transients can be expected. There are low-pass sensor dynamics in the
temperature sensors. To make the modelled exhaust gas temperature
(Tem;mod) comparable with the measured (Tem;meas), the former is �l-
tered with a �rst order low-pass �lter. The time constant for this �lter
is set constant (4 s) and might also capture some heating and cooling
e�ects of the engine.



Chapter 4

Validation

In this chapter the models presented in Chapter 3 are validated. The
geometry of the VGT , � and Æ are manipulated to give a wide range of
Tem (550{950 K) during static validation. For dynamic validation load
transients are used. To get the most accurate measurement of Wim,
the EGR valve is kept closed. Engine speed is kept constant. This is
a major simpli�cation, compared to letting the engine speed change,
but the validations are still interesting. Since having found a model
that is good at one engine speed, it is easy to build such a model for
other engine speeds, and interpolate between the models. The reason
why only one engine speed is validated is that collection of data is time
consuming and expensive.

As all of the models in Chapter 3 are in some way based on engine
data, there is a di�erence between building and validating the model at
di�erent and similar engine conditions. Building and validating models
at similar engine conditions should give a smaller error. Doing the same
at di�erent engine conditions should give an indication of the physical
correctness of the model. There is therefore more than one validation
for every model.

Results are presented with, mean and maximum

Absolute error = jTem;meas � Tem;modj

and

Relative error =
jTem;meas � Tem;modj

Tem;meas
;

for all validations.

9



10 Chapter 4. Validation

Table 4.1: Results of the validations in Section 4.1, for the energy
balance model, when comparing measured and modelled Tem.

Validation Abs. error (K) Rel. error (%)
mean max mean max

1 27.6 71.3 3.0 7.7
2 15.9 47.6 2.3 8.7
3 14.8 46.2 1.6 4.8
4 12.0 24.4 1.6 3.2

Table 4.2: Results of the validations in Section 4.2.1, for the Otto
cycle model, when comparing measured and modelled Tem.

Validation Abs. error (K) Rel. error (%)
mean max mean max

1 40.5 107.8 4.7 11.5
2 27.5 50.0 3.6 5.3
3 7.0 17.5 0.8 2.1
4 5.8 13.7 0.8 1.9

4.1 Energy Balance Model Validation

In this section the model presented in (3.2), with _Qht estimated with
f iht, is validated.

Validation 1: In (3.3), f1ht is �tted to engine conditions di�erent from
the validating data.

Validation 2: In (3.3), f1ht is �tted to engine conditions similar to the
validating data.

Validation 3: In (3.4), f2ht is �tted to engine conditions di�erent from
the validating data. The di�erence in cooling water temperature
before and after the engine, �Twater, is used.

Validation 4: In (3.4), f2ht is �tted to engine conditions similar to
the validating data. The di�erence in cooling water temperature
before and after the engine, �Twater, is used.

The results of the four di�erent validations with di�erent f iht (estima-

tions of _Qht) are presented in Table 4.1. As predicted in Section 3.1 the
tabel show (compare relative errors for validation 2 with 4 or 1 with 3)
that better results are achieved when �Twater is used in the estimation
of _Qht.
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4.2 Ideal Cycle Model Validation

In this section the ideal cycle models from Section 3.2, are validated.
Some observations, for the validations, are found in Section 4.2.3.

4.2.1 Otto Cycle

In this section the Otto cycle model presented in (3.5) to (3.9) is vali-
dated.

Validation 1: The compensation factor, �oc, is kept constant at 1
so there is no �t to measured data. The � recommended by
S6 (Scania's engine control system) is not used but � is varied
manually at di�erent loads. The VGT is constant at same load.

Validation 2: The compensation factor, �oc, is kept constant at 1 so
there is no �t to measured data. The VGT is varied at di�erent
loads and � is chosen by S6.

Validation 3: The compensation factor, �oc, is �tted to engine condi-
tions di�erent from the validating data.

Validation 4: The compensation factor, �oc, is �tted to engine condi-
tions similar to the validating data.

The results of the four di�erent validations are presented in Table 4.2.

4.2.2 Seliger Cycle

In this section the model presented in Section 3.2.2 is validated.

Validation 1: The compensation factor, �sc, is kept constant at 1 so
there is no �t to measured data. The � recommended by S6 is
not used but � is varied manually at di�erent loads. The VGT is
constant at same load.

Validation 2: The compensation factor, �sc, is kept constant at 1 so
there is no �t to measured data. The VGT is varied at di�erent
loads and � is chosen by S6.

Validation 3: The compensation factor, �sc, is �tted to engine condi-
tions di�erent from the validating data.

Validation 4: The compensation factor, �sc, is �tted to engine condi-
tions similar to the validating data.

The results of the four di�erent validations are presented in Table 4.3.
Measured and modelled Tem, for two of the validations, are presented
in �gures referred to from Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3: Results of the validations in Section 4.2.2, for the Seliger
cycle model, when comparing measured and modelled Tem.

Validation Figure Abs. error (K) Rel. error (%)
mean max mean max

1 4.1 34.2 87.9 4.2 9.4
2 4.2 16.1 26.9 2.3 4.9
3 { 6.5 16.2 0.8 2.0
4 { 5.5 12.8 0.8 1.7

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
650

700

750

800

850

900

950

Sample

T
em

(K
)

Measured
Simulated

Figure 4.1: Measured and modelled Tem (for the Seliger cycle model)
for changes in � at di�erent loads. No �t to data.
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Figure 4.2: Measured and modelled Tem (for the Seliger cycle model)
for changes of the VGT at di�erent loads. No �t to data.

4.2.3 Validation Observations for the Ideal Cycles

When � (both �oc and �sc) is kept at 1 (no �t to data), there is a big
di�erence between the results for validation 1 and 2 (compare relative
errors for validation 1 and 2 in e.g. Table 4.3). To show this, not only
in numbers, some samples in the validation �gures for the Seliger cycle
model can be discussed.

In Figure 4.1 samples 6{10, Tem;meas increases but Tem;mod de-
creases, which means that the Seliger cycle model does not capture
changes in �. Comparing with the same samples in Figure 4.2, it is ob-
vious that changes in the VGT is captured much better than changes
in �.

The � chosen by S6 is set to give a combustion that can be seen as
normal for the engine. When � is altered without any thought of this
(validation 1), the combustion is less ideal and the ideal cycle models
show poorer results, than when � is chosen by S6 (validation 2).

The relative errors for validations 3 and 4 are almost the same.
When �tting � to engine data, it is therefore not crucial to have engine
data similar to the validating data. This is good as it takes a lot of work
to collect data from every engine setting, when building the model.

The relative errors for the Seliger cycle model (Table 4.3) are smaller
or equal than the ones for the Otto cycle model (Table 4.2). This
indicates that xcv makes a di�erence to the Seliger cycle validation
results (remember that the Otto cycle is a special case of the Seliger
cycle with xcv = 1). The Seliger cycle's xcv is highly dependant on �,
but is in this work set constant. A better model for xcv should capture
changes in � better, and give better results for validation 1.
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Table 4.4: Results for all three models for load transient: 50-75-50%,
when comparing measured and modelled Tem.

Model Figure Abs. error (K) Rel. error (%)
mean max mean max

Energy balance 4.3 (a) 9.1 35.8 1.1 4.2
Otto 4.3 (b) 3.5 10.1 0.4 1.2
Seliger 4.3 (c) 3.6 10.2 0.4 1.2

4.3 Dynamic Validation

All transients are load transients (steps up or down in Æ) at engine
speed 1434 rpm. If the caption says \Load transient: 50-100-75%", it
means that Æ begins at 50% of it's maximum, increased to 100% and at
last lowered to 75%. When the models are �t to measured data, static
measurements with conditions similar to the ones during the transients
are used.

When there is no �ltering of Tem;mod, the modelled temperature is
much higher than Tem;meas, right after an increase in load (compare
Figures 4.3 (c) and (d)), which partly can be explained by sensor dy-
namics. Another explanation could be thatWim;meas and the realWim

di�er from each other, due to �lling and emptying of the intercooler,
during transients. If Wim;meas < Wim right after an increase of load,
all the models will calculate a higher Tem;mod than if Wim;meas =Wim.

As pointed out before (Section 3.3) none of the models has any dy-
namics except for the low-pass �ltering of Tem;mod. Knowing this a
comparison between the three models is made only for one load tran-
sient and the best model is then further validated. A comparison (Fig-
ure 4.3 (a), (b) and (c) and Table 4.4) between the di�erent models
for a load transient: 50-75-50% is made. The relative errors in Ta-
ble 4.4 are much smaller for the ideal cycle models than for the energy
balance model. During transients �Twater was not measured so the
energy balance model could have given better results. As the Seliger
cycle model give better results than both the energy balance and the
Otto cycle model , during static validation (compare relative errors for
e.g. validation 4 in Table 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3), the Seliger cycle model is
the one further validated.

The results of a comparison between the Seliger model with and
without estimated �sc, for load transients can be seen in Figure 4.4 and
Table 4.5. The di�erence in error (compare relative errors for same
load in Table 4.5) does not seem to come from the dynamic behavior
but instead from when Tem;meas is close to stable in between the steps
in Æ (compare Figure 4.4 (a) with (b) or (c) with (d)).
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Figure 4.3: Measured and modelled Tem for comparison between En-
ergy balance (a), Otto (b) and Seliger (c) model for load transient:
50-75-50%. Also comparison between �ltered (c) and un�ltered (d)
Seliger model for same transient.
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Table 4.5: Results for the Seliger cycle model with and without esti-
mated �sc, for load transients, when comparing measured and modelled
Tem. Upper row for each load is for when �sc is estimated and lower is
for when �sc = 1 (no �t to data).

Load Figure Abs. error (K) Rel. error (%)
mean max mean max

25-50-25% 4.4 (a) 7.0 20.7 1.0 3.1
25-50-25% 4.4 (b) 19.1 38.8 2.6 5.0
50-75-50% 4.4 (c) 3.6 10.2 0.4 1.2
50-75-50% 4.4 (d) 13.2 22.4 1.6 2.8

Load transient: 25-50-25%
�sc �t to data (a) �sc = 1 (No �t to data) (b)
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Load transient:50-75-50%
�sc �t to data (c) �sc = 1 (No �t to data) (d)
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Figure 4.4: Measured and modelled Tem, for load transients, for com-
parison between Seliger models with ((a) and (c)) and without ((b) and
(d)) estimated �sc.
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4.4 Summary

The Seliger cycle model show better results than the other two models
during static validation. As the dynamic behaviour is the same for all
models, the model with the best static results should also show the best
results during transients. Therefore the Seliger cycle model is suggested
as the model of choice.

During static validation the suggested model show the following
results. The Seliger cycle model �t to engine data show a maximum
relative error of 2% (Table 4.3 validations 3 and 4). With no �t to
engine data and � chosen by S6, the same model show a maximum
relative error of 5% (Table 4.3 validation 2). When � is not chosen
by S6, but changed manually, relative errors up to 10% (Table 4.3
validation 1) can occur when there is no �t to data. As the engine runs
with � chosen by S6 this is not a problem at the engine speed chosen
for validation.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future

Work

This chapter summarizes the conclusions drawn in this thesis and give
some suggestions for future work on the models.

5.1 Conclusions

An extension of the ideal Seliger cycle is suggested as the model of
choice. Some results and observations for the Seliger cycle are given
below. For further results for the Seliger model and results for the other
models, please refer to Chapter 4.

Static Validation

An extension of the ideal Seliger cycle proved to give the best results for
static validation. With access to Tim; Wim; Wfuel; pim and pem, the
Seliger cycle model estimates the exhaust gas temperature. When Tem
is varied (by changing the VGT , � and Æ) between 550 K and 950 K
at constant engine speed, static validations with model �t to engine
data show a maximum relative error of 2% (Table 4.3 validations 3
and 4). With no �t to engine data and � chosen by S6 (Scania's engine
control system), the same model show a maximum relative error of 5%
(Table 4.3 validation 2). When � is not chosen by S6, but changed
manually, relative errors up to 10% (Table 4.3 validation 1) can occur
when there is no �t to data. As the engine runs with � chosen by S6
this is not a problem at the engine speed chosen for validation.

19
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Dynamic Validation

With the simple low-pass �ltering of Tem;mod all the tested models
have about the same dynamic behaviour during load transients. The
conclusion to be drawn from this is to use the model with the best
static validation results which is the Seliger cycle model.

5.2 Future Work

This section suggests topics for future work with the di�erent models.

Cylinder Wall Temperature

None of the models take heating/cooling e�ects of the engine into ac-
count during transients. A dynamic model for the cylinder wall tem-
perature would here be useful, but not easy to make. Such a model
could, besides giving better dynamic behaviour, also help estimating
the heat transfer better for the energy balance model. Inspiration to
such a model can be found in [6].

The Ratio of Fuel Consumed during Constant Volume

The ratio of fuel consumed during constant volume (xcv), in the Seliger
cycle model, is in this work set constant. A model for xcv that changes
with e.g. SOC should give better results overall, and maybe give an
explanation to the bad results when � is not chosen by S6 (for when
there is no �t to data). Further studies of measured engine cycles should
be of help to model xcv .

Engine Torque

Ideal cycle calculations can, theoretically, quite easy give the engine
torque. When doing this for the Seliger cycle model with constant xcv
there was no good agreement between measured and calculated engine
torque. With a better model for xcv this should be a good approach in
estimating the engine torque.
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Notation

Table 5.1: Symbols used in the report.
Symbol Value Description Unit
� Act Start of injection degrees
 cp=cv � �
�Twater Var Di�erence in cooling water temperature

before and after the engine K
Æ Act Amount of injected fuel kg=stroke
� - Compensation factor

for non ideal cycles �
cp Con Speci�c heat capacity

at constant pressure J=(kg �K)
cv Con Speci�c heat capacity

at constant volume J=(kg �K)
Me Var Engine torque Nm
ne Var Engine speed rpm
nr 2 Revolutions per cycle �
Ncyl 6 Number of cylinders �
p Var Pressure Pa
qHV Con Heating value J=kg
qin Var Speci�c energy content of

the charge per unit mass J=kg
Q Var Energy J
_Q Var Power W
T Var Temperature K
v Var Speci�c volume m3=kg
V Var Volume m3

W Var Mass-ow kg=s
xcv Con Ratio of fuel consumed

during constant volume �
xr Var Residual gas fraction �

23



24 Notation

Table 5.2: Abbreviations used in this report.
Abbreviation Explanation
Con Constant
Var Variable
Act Actuator
EGR Exhaust Gas Recirculation
SOC Start Of Combustion
rpm Revolutions Per Minute
VGT Variable Geometry Turbine
IC Intercooler
S6 Scania's engine control system
OBD On-Board Diagnostics

Table 5.3: Indices used in this report.
Index Explanation
em Exhaust manifold
im Inlet manifold
oc Otto cycle
sc Seliger cycle
tp Torque production
ht Heat transfer
1{8 Di�erent states in ideal cycle
meas Measured
mod Modelled



Appendix A

Ideal Cycle Calculations

A four stroke diesel engine goes through four di�erent strokes during
an engine cycle: intake, compression, combustion and exhaust stroke.
This cycle can be modelled with di�erent ideal cycles and will in this
appendix be exempli�ed by the ideal Otto (constant volume cycle) and
Seliger cycle (limited pressure cycle). Similar calculations to the ones
made in this appendix can be seen in e.g. [8, 10]. They will here be
presented for each state of the ideal cycle, but not always explained.
The general assumptions in the following sections are that the gases are
ideal and that cv and cp are constants. Just as a comparison with the
ideal cycle models presented in this chapter, a measured engine cycle,
Figure A.1, is included. Consult the Notation when needed.

A.1 Otto Cycle

The indices in the equations below refer to the di�erent states in Fig-
ure A.2.

Compression (1{2)

p2 = p1

�
v1
v2

�

(A.1)

T2 = T1

�
v1
v2

��1

(A.2)

Combustion (2{3)

qin =
WfuelqHV

Wim +Wfuel
(1� xr)

25
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Measured cycle (a) Magni�cation (b)
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Figure A.1: p-V diagram for a measured cycle (a) with a magni�ca-
tion of the intake and exhaust stroke (b).

Ideal Otto cycle (a) Magni�cation (b)
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Figure A.2: p-V diagram for an ideal Otto cycle (a) with a magni�-
cation of the intake and exhaust stroke (b). As pem > pim, p5 and p6
are higher than p1 and p7 respectively.
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p3 = p2

�
1 +

qin
cvT2

�
(A.3)

T3 = T2 +
qin
cv

(A.4)

Expansion (3{4)

p4 = p3

�
v3
v4

�

(A.5)

T4 = T3

�
v3
v4

��1

(A.6)

Blowdown (4{5)

p5 = pem

T5 = Tem = T4

�
pem
p4

�1�1=

(A.7)

Exhaust (5{6)

p6 = pem

T6 = Tem

At state 6 there is some residual gas trapped in the cylinder. This mass,
mr, divided by the total mass of the gas in the cylinder at e.g. state
4, mt is called the residual gas fraction xr. Using the Ideal gas law at
state 4 and 6 gives

xr =
mr

mt
=

V6
V4

pem
p4

T4
Te

=
V6
V4

�
pe
p4

�1=

: (A.8)

Intake valve opening (6{7)

p7 = pim

T7 = Tem
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Ideal Seliger cycle (a) Magni�cation (b)
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Figure A.3: p-V diagram for an ideal Seliger cycle (a) with a magni-
�cation of the intake and exhaust stroke (b). As pem > pim, p5 and p6
are higher than p1 and p7 respectively.

Intake (7{1)

p1 = pim (A.9)

T1 = xrTem + (1� xr)Tim (A.10)

Using (A.7), assuming that v4 = v1 and v3 = v2, with (A.1), (A.2),
(A.3), (A.4), (A.5), (A.6) and (A.9) gives

Tem = T1

�
pem
pim

�1�1=

0
B@1 + qin

cvT1

�
v1
v2

��1
1
CA

1=

: (A.11)

Using (A.8), assuming that v4 = v1, V6 = V2 and v3 = v2, with (A.1),
(A.2), (A.3) and (A.5) gives

xr =
v2
v1

�
pem
pim

�1=

0
B@1 + qin

cvT1

�
v1
v2

��1
1
CA
�1=

: (A.12)

(A.10), (A.11) and (A.12) are the same as (3.8), (3.5) and (3.7) except
that (3.5) has a factor �oc to compensate for non ideal cycles.

A.2 Seliger Cycle

The indices in the equations below refer to the di�erent states in Fig-
ure A.3.
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Compression (1{2)

p2 = p1

�
v1
v2

�

(A.13)

T2 = T1

�
v1
v2

��1

(A.14)

Constant volume combustion (2{3a)

qin =
WfuelqHV

Wim +Wfuel
(1� xr)

p3a = p2

�
1 +

qin
cvT2

xcv

�
(A.15)

T3a = T2 +
qin
cv

xcv (A.16)

Where xcv is the ratio of fuel that is consumed during constant volume
combustion. The rest of the fuel is assumed to go to constant pressure
combustion.

Constant pressure combustion (3a{3)

p3 = p3a (A.17)

T3 = T3a
v3
v3a

(A.18)

T3 = T3a +
qin
cp

(1� xcv) (A.19)

Expansion (3{4)

p4 = p3

�
v3
v4

�

(A.20)

T4 = T3

�
v3
v4

��1

(A.21)

Blowdown (4{5)

p5 = pem

T5 = Tem = T4

�
pem
p4

�1�1=

(A.22)
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Exhaust (5{6)

p6 = pem

T6 = Tem

Intake valve opening (6{7)

p7 = pim

T7 = Tem

Intake (7{1)

p1 = pim (A.23)

T1 = xrTem + (1� xr)Tim (A.24)

Using (A.22), assuming that v4 = v1 and v3a = v2, with (A.13), (A.14),
(A.15), (A.16), (A.17), (A.19), (A.20), (A.21) and (A.23) gives

Tem =

�
pem
pim

�1�1= �
v2
v1

��1

0
B@1 + qin

cvT1

�
v1
v2

��1xcv
1
CA

1=�1

�

�

 
qin

�
1� xcv
cp

+
xcv
cv

�
+ T1

�
v1
v2

��1
!
:

(A.25)

Using (A.18), assuming v3a = v2, v3, with (A.14), (A.16) and (A.19)
gives

v3 = v2

0
BB@1 + qin

cp

�
qin
cv
xcv + T1

�
v1
v2

��1� (1� xcv)

1
CCA : (A.26)

Using (A.8), assuming that v4 = v1 and V6 = V2, with (A.13), (A.14),
(A.17) and (A.20) gives

xr =
v2
v1

v2
v3

�
pem
pim

�1=

0
B@1 + qin

cvT1

�
v1
v2

��1xcv
1
CA
�1=

: (A.27)
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With simple calculations it is obvious that the Otto cycle is a special
case of the Seliger cycle with xcv = 1.

(A.24), (A.25) and (A.27) are the same as (3.8), (3.11) and (3.12)
except that (3.11) has a factor �sc to compensate for non ideal cycles.
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